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Abstract—Belief propagation (BP) is an iterative decoding
algorithm for polar codes which can be parallelized effectively to
achieve higher throughput. However, because of the presence of
error floor due to cycles and stopping sets in the factor graph, the
performance of the BP decoder is far from the performance of
state of the art cyclic redundancy check (CRC) aided successive
cancellation list (CA-SCL) decoders. It has been shown that
successive BP decoding on multiple permuted factor graphs,
which is called the multi-trellis BP decoder, can improve the error
performance. However, when permuting the entire factor graph,
since the decoder dismisses the information from the previous
permutation, the number of iterations required is significantly
larger than that of the standard BP decoder. In this work, we
propose a new variant of the multi-trellis BP decoder which
permutes only a subgraph of the original factor graph. This
enables the decoder to retain information of variable nodes in
the subgraphs, which are not permuted, reducing the required
number of iterations needed in-between the permutations. As
a result, the proposed decoder can perform permutations more
frequently, hence being more effective in mitigating the effect of
cycles which cause oscillation errors. Experimental results show
that for a polar code with block length 1024 and rate 0.5 the
error performance gain of the proposed decoder at the frame
error rate of 10−6 is 0.25 dB compared to multi-trellis decoder
based on full permutations. This performance gain is achieved
along with reduced latency in terms of the number of iterations.

Index Terms - polar codes; belief propagation decoding;
permuted factor graph;

I. INTRODUCTION

Polar codes, the only known capacity achieving error cor-
recting code [1] has been selected as the channel code of
the control channel of current 5th generation mobile com-
munication standard by the 3GPP [2]. Hence, decoder im-
plementation for polar codes has become more of a practical
challenge. There are two methods to decode polar codes, one
is successive cancellation (SC) [1] and its derivatives which
are more serial in nature, while the other method is belief
propagation (BP) proposed in [3] which can be parallelized
easily making it an ideal candidate for high throughput appli-
cations. Since the state of the art derivatives of SC algorithm
like successive cancellation list (SCL) decoding and cyclic
redundancy check(CRC) aided SCL (CA-SCL) [4] outperform
BP decoding by a significant margin, it has become an active
area of research to make the performance of BP decoders
comparable to that of state of the art SC algorithms.

BP is an iterative message passing algorithm on a factor
graph which gained its popularity in decoding LDPC codes.
Being an iterative decoding algorithm BP decoder for polar
codes suffers from error floor in high SNR regime and a

number of investigations were carried out in understanding
and mitigating the error floor [5]-[6]. In the high SNR regime,
the main contributors to the error floor are false convergences
and oscillations caused by cycles and stopping sets in the
polar code factor graph [7]. Shorter the cycles and smaller the
stopping sets, their effects on error performance become more
significant [6]. Concatenation with high rate error detection
schemes like CRC can alleviate the effect of oscillation errors
to some extent [7]. However, this reduces the effective code
rate. Work in [8] shows that in addition to CRC concatenation,
detection of false convergences and oscillations proceeded by
post-processing improves the performance in high SNR regime
at the cost of decoding complexity. In [5] to mitigate the
error floor the multi-trellis BP decoder is suggested where
over complete representation [9] of the polar code is utilized
by the decoder with the aid of CRC to successively perform
belief propagation on different permutations of the original
factor graph [10]. Since the implementational complexity of
the decoder linearly increases with the number of factor graphs
used, decoding on all permutations becomes impractical, hence
either a limited number of random permutations of the original
factor graph or cyclic shifts of the original factor graph are
used. Furthermore, [10] put forward the idea of partitioned
permuted factor graphs similar to the partitioned successive
cancellation list (PSCL) decoder proposed in [11] to reduce
complexity at the expense of performance. Further improve-
ments to the multi-trellis BP decoder can be made by carefully
choosing the permutations of the original factor graph based on
the numerically evaluated error correcting performance [12].
Authors in [13] propose the use of independent BP decoders
to perform the belief propagation on different permutations
of the original factor graph concurrently generating a list
of possible transmitted codewords. Here the one closest to
received vector in euclidean distance is chosen, reducing the
latency by avoiding expensive–in terms of latency–successive
decoding on different permutations. In [5] virtual noise is
injected to the decoder to mitigate the effect of clipping on
error floor.

In this work, we propose a variant of the multi-trellis
BP decoder based on partially permuted factor graphs. We
show that by only permuting a subgraph of the original
factor graph, the decoder is able to retain the information of
the variable nodes in the subgraphs that are not permuted.
This results in more frequent permutations within the given
number of iterations. Our simulation results show that for
a polar code with block length 1024 and rate 0.5 the gain
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Figure 1: Factor graph of N=8 polar code

in error performance is around 0.25 dB at frame error rate
of 10−6 compared to the multi trellis BP decoder [10]. This
improvement in error correcting performance is achieved along
with reduced latency.

The remainder of paper is as follows. Section II gives a short
introduction to polar codes and belief propagation. Further, it
briefly explains the classification of BP decoding errors and
factors that affect the distribution of errors. Section III and
Section IV present the proposed decoder and experimental re-
sults respectively. Finally, a conclusion is provided in Section
V

II. BACKGROUND

A. polar codes

Rin,1
Rout,1

Rin,2 Rout,2

Lout,1 Lin,1

Lout,2
Lin,2

+

Figure 2: Processing Element

Based on the theoretical concept of channel polarization,
polar code is the only type of channel code proven to achieve
capacity under SC decoding for infinite block lengths [1]. N
identical channels are combined recursively using a 2 × 2
kernel matrix to create N synthesized channels which exhibit
the polarization effect. Due to this polarization effect each
synthesized channel is converged to either a pure noiseless
channel or a completely noisy channel. As a result, the infor-
mation bits are only transmitted on pure noiseless channels
while transmitting a known set of bits which are called frozen
bits on noisy channels.

A number of algorithms are available on how to perform
the polar code construction which is selecting the set of
noiseless channels for the information set A and completely
noisy channels for the frozen set Ac. In this paper, we use
the polar code construction based on Arikan’s Bhattacharyya
bounds [1] of the bit channels designed at Eb/N0 = 0 dB.
Encoding of the polar codeword of length N = 2n is based
on the polarization matrix of N×N dimension given by

GN = F⊗n, F =

[
1 0
1 1

]
(1)

where F⊗n denotes the nth Kronecker power of F. The
encoded codeword x can be obtained by x = uGN where u
is the input to the decoder with k information bits and N − k
frozen bits.

B. Belief propagation

Belief propagation is an iterative algorithm which deter-
mines the information bits by passing messages, which are
typically log-likelihood ratios (LLR), on a factor graph based
on the polarization matrix GN . As illustrated in Figure 1, a
factor graph consists of variable nodes identified by tuples
(i, j), 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ N and N/2 processing
elements at each level. Ri,j messages (from left to right)
and Li,j messages (from right to left) are the two types of
messages that are exchanged between variable nodes where
tuple (i, j) denotes the variable node from which the mes-
sage is originated. Variable nodes (n + 1, j) hold the priori
information (Rn+1,j) available to decoder based on the code
construction, and therefore initialized to 0 and inf for non-
frozen and frozen bits respectively. (1, j) nodes are initialized
with the LLR from channel output (L1,j). Then the messages
are iteratively updated by processing element (PE) as shown
in Figure 2 according to the following equations:

Rout,1 = f(Rin,1, Lin,2 +Rin,2)

Rout,2 = f(Rin,1, Lin,1) +Rin,2

Lout,1 = f(Lin,1, Lin,2 +Rin,2)

Lout,2 = f(Rin,1, Lin,1) + Lin,2

where f(x, y) = x � y, known as boxplus op-
erator [14]. Boxplus operator can be approximated by
sign(x)sign(y)min(x, y) reducing the implementational
complexity of the decoder at a cost of small performance
degradation. In the decoding process after the maximum
number of iterations (Nit,max) is reached or early stopping
criterion is met, information bits are estimated to be 0 or 1 if
Rn+1,1 + Ln+1,1 ≥ 0 or otherwise respectively.

C. Error classification and distribution

According to the error classification done in [7] there are
three types of errors that contribute to the BP decoding errors
in different proportions depending on Eb/N0.

• False converged: if the decoder converges to an incorrect
codeword, it is classified as false converged error and
caused by decoder falling into local minima.

• Oscillation: if the decoder oscillates between two code-
words over iterations, it is called an oscillation error and
caused by few incorrect decisions reinforcing themselves
through cycles in the factor graph.

• Unconverged: if the decoder fails to converge or does not
result in an oscillation, it is known as an unconverged
error and caused by noisy input to the decoder.

Looking at the statistical breakdown of BP decoding errors
in [7], it is evident that in high SNR regime decoder errors



are mostly dominated by false convergences or oscillations
depending on the code design parameters. In high rate codes,
decoding errors are predominately caused by false conver-
gences which is a result of more crowded codeword space,
hence smaller minimum stopping sets. Codes with large block
lengths suffer mainly from oscillation errors due to the pres-
ence of more cycles in the factor graph [6][7].

D. Permuted factor graphs

For a polar code of length 2n, as outlined in [9] there
exists n! permutations of the factor graph which are valid for
x = uGN , hence BP decoding can be performed in any of
such permutations. The decoding of polar codes on permuted
factor graphs is referred to as “multi-trellis BP decoding” and
is proposed in [5] to mitigate the error floor caused by LLR-
clipping. In multi-trellis BP decoding [10], BP iterations are
performed on a random permutation of the original factor
graph until the number of iterations per each permutation
(Nit,reset) is reached or the stopping criterion is satisfied.
If stopping criterion is not satisfied within Nit,reset, priori
information Rn+1,j and channel output L1,j are passed on to
a new permuted factor graph until predefined number of factor
graphs (qmax) are tried [10].

Permuting the factor graph alters the stopping sets and
cycles on it. Hence, resulting in different error performances
under the same noise realization. In [10] it is shown that if
a codeword can be successfully decoded by an SCL decoder
which achieves the ML bound, there exists one factor graph
representation where the BP decoder will converge to the
correct codeword under a carefully chosen stopping criterion.

III. MULTI-TRELLIS BP DECODING ON PARTIALLY
PERMUTED FACTOR GRAPHS

In BP decoding extrinsic information is exchanged between
variable nodes in an iterative manner until convergence is
achieved. The cycles in factor graph degrade the uncorre-
latedness of the information exchanged, and thus adversely
affecting the error performance. The shorter the cycles in the
factor graph, the exchanged information become correlated in
a smaller number of iterations. The shortest cycle contained
in the factor graph is called Girth and extrinsic information
exchanged at every variable node remains uncorrelated until
the number of iterations reaches half the length of the girth.
Furthermore, the girth of the original factor graph of any block
length is constant and equals to 12 [6]. It has been shown
that for LDPC codes the error performance gain diminishes as
we increase the maximum number of iteration per codeword
(Nit,max) [15]. This saturating behavior of gain in error per-
formance is a result of cycles in the factor graph which cause
the exchanged information between variable nodes to become
correlated. Hence, in polar codes the saturating behavior can
be alleviated by permuting the factor graph. This permutation
changes the cycles in the factor graph by deleting the existing
cycles and creating cycles among a new set of variable nodes.

In multi-trellis BP decoding, if the stopping criterion is not
satisfied after the maximum number of iterations (Nit,reset)
on the original factor graph, belief propagation is performed
on a new permutation of the original factor graph. Hence, the

decoder permutes the factor graph in every Nit,reset iterations
until the maximum number of factor graph permutations
(qmax) is reached or the stopping criterion is met. Since
each permutation of the original factor graph has different
cycles, increasing Nit,max along with qmax enable further
performance gains [10] compared to that of the standard BP
decoder. Here, Nit,max = Nit,reset × qmax.
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Figure 3: Variable nodes and cycles in a original factor graph
and a partially permuted factor graph with ρrange = 2 and
ρlevel = 1

A key drawback of multi-trellis BP decoding is discarding
the intermediate variable node values when permuting the
factor graph. Only the priori information Rn+1,j and LLR
from the channel output L1,j are preserved on the factor graph
after the permutation. However, in the event of permutation,
only the variable nodes in between the permuted levels get
modified (Figure 3) which means LLR values of other variable
nodes can be utilized by belief propagation after the permuta-
tion. Utilizing LLR values of intermediate variable nodes from
the previous permutation on the next permutation enables the
decoder to have smaller Nit,reset on that permutation. As a
result, in this work, we propose an improved variant of the
multi-trellis decoder which is based on partial permutations
of factor graph while retaining the information of the variable
nodes which do not change. Permuting only a subgraph
enables the decoder to realize new permutations with minimal
modifications to intermediate variable nodes resulting in mini-
mal loss of information between the permutations. This results
in more frequent permutations with smaller Nit,reset which
can be effective against the effects of cycles. Henceforth, the
abbreviations BP, FP-BP (fully permuted belief propagation),
and PP-BP (partially permuted belief propagation) are used
for the standard BP decoder, multi-trellis decoder proposed in
[10], and the decoder proposed in this work respectively.

PP-BP requires more configuration parameters than that
of FP-BP and BP as given in Algorithm 1. Prange, 2 ≤
Prange ≤ n is the maximum number of levels in the factor
graph that can be permuted in a single permutation while
Plevel, 1 ≤ Plevel ≤ n − 1 determines the maximum level
(Figure 1) the rightmost level of any given permutation can
be. Similar to the conventional BP decoder, PP-BP performs
belief propagation iteratively on the original factor graph until
Nit,reset is reached or stopping criterion is met. At the begin-
ning of the decoding process Nit,reset is initialized based on



the block length N and Nit,max. If the N is large, a sufficient
number of iterations should be performed before permuting the
factor graphs to enable the maximum exchange of uncorrelated
extrinsic information between the variable nodes meanwhile
making sure within Nit,max sufficient number of permuta-
tions are performed to alter the cycles. In case the stopping
criterion is not met after Nit,reset iterations, a subgraph of
the previous factor graph is permuted. Number of stages to
be permuted in subgraph (ρrange) is selected randomly from
the set {z ∈ Z : 2 ≤ z ≤ Prange} and the stage at which the
permutation begins (ρlevel) is min(x, n−ρrange+1) where x is
randomly chosen from the set {z ∈ Z : 1 ≤ z ≤ Plevel}. Since
the variable ρlevel is the rightmost level of the permutation,
ρlevel must satisfy the condition ρlevel ≤ n − ρrange + 1.
Once the ρrange and ρlevel values are chosen, from the
available number of subgraphs which is N

2ρlevel+ρrange−1 , a
single subgraph is chosen randomly and the levels from ρlevel
to ρlevel + ρrange − 1 are permuted. Figure 3b illustrates a
partially permuted factor graph for polar code of N = 8 where
the uppermost subgraph with ρrange = 2 and ρlevel = 1
is permuted. After the permutation, the LLR values of the
modified variable nodes are set to 0 as they are no longer valid.
Then the number of variable nodes modified (Nzero), which
is determined by Nzero = 2ρlevel+ρrange−1 × (ρrange − 1), is
calculated and for the next permutation Nit,reset is calculated
based on Nzero. In this work Nit,reset is calculated as

Nit,reset = max(Nmin, b
Nzero
D
c) (2)

where the parameters Nmin and D are decoder specific
configuration parameters.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of proposed
partially permuted belief propagation (PP-BP) decoder and
compare it against the belief propagation (BP), fully permuted
belief propagation (FP-BP) [10], and noise aided belief prop-
agation (NA-BP) [5] decoders. Furthermore, we compare it
against the state of the art CRC aided successive cancellation
list (CA-SCL) decoder with list size L = 16. For this
simulation, a system model with additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel and quadrature phase shift keying
(QPSK) modulation is used. Moreover, the boxplus operator
in belief propagation is approximated with nonscaled min-sum
approximation. All the variants of BP decoder and the CA-
SCL decoder in this section are aided by 24-bit CRC. Here,
in variants of BP decoder in order to allow the soft output of
the decoder to be stable, the stopping criterion is not applied
in first few iterations. Even though the CRC bits are included
in rate R, in the simulations energy per symbol is calculated
using the number of information bits excluding the CRC bits.
Since the error distribution of BP decoding [7] depends on
the number of information bits including the CRC bits, in the
code rate calculation CRC bits are included.

Decoder specific parameters for each simulation is tabulated
in Table I. When Nit,max=2×104 and N=1024 and 512, for
the PP-BP the parameters Prange and Plevel are set to n and
n−1 respectively, to their maximum allowed values, to enable

Algorithm 1: Partially Permuted Multi-Trellis BP decod-
ing
Input:

L1,j % LLR channel output
A % information set
Plevel % max. level the rightmost level of the
subgraph can be
Prange % max. no. of stages to be permuted
Nit,max % max.no.of iterations
stopID % stopping criterion
D % decoder specific parameters
Nmin

Output:
û % estimated codeword

N ←− length(L1,j)
n←− log2N
(L,R)←− initializeLandR(L1,j,A)
Nit,reset ←− initializeIterationResetValue(N)
for iter ← 1 to Nit,max do

(L,R)← oneBPiteration(N,n,L,R, schedule)
if checkStopCondition(L,R, stopID) then

û = hardDecision(Ln+1,j ,Rn+1,j)
return û

end
if iter == Nit,reset then

ρrange = randomRangeV alue(Prange)
ρlevel = randomLevelV alue(Plevel, ρrange)
schedule← partialPermute(ρrange, ρlevel)
(L,R)←
resetVariableNodes(N,n,L,R, schedule)
Nzero = 2ρlevel+ρrange−1 × (ρrange − 1)
Nit,reset = max(Nmin, bNzeroD c)
Nit,reset = iter +Nit,reset

end
end
û = hardDecision(Ln+1,j ,Rn+1,j)

Nit,max Simulation Parameters

2× 104
FP-BP[N=512/1024 R=0.5/0.65] qmax=100; Nit,reset=200

FP-BP [N=1024; R=0.5] qmax=200; Nit,reset=100

NA-BP [N=1024 R=0.5/0.65] σ2
noise=0.36 [5]

PP-BP [N=1024 R=0.5/0.65]
Prange=10; Plevel=9;
D=100; Nmin=15

PP-BP [N=512 R=0.5]
Prange=9; Plevel=8;
D=50; Nmin=15

2× 102
NA-BP [N=1024; R=0.5/0.65] σ2

noise=0.36 [5]

PP-BP [N=1024 R=0.5/0.65]
Prange=2; Plevel=6;
D=8; Nmin=4

Table I: Decoder specific simulation parameters for FP-BP,
NA-BP, and PP-BP

the decoder to realize largest possible subgraph permutations.
In this case, D is chosen such that when the entire factor
graph is permuted Nzero

D , where Nzero=N×(n − 1), would
be approximately equal to the number of iterations (Nit,max)
required to observe the saturating behavior in the BP decoder
for block length N . In the simulations, it was observed
that for both N = 512 and 1024 there is no significant



gains in performance when Nit,max is increased beyond 100.
Hence, using the above heuristic D ≈ N×(n−1)

100 . To make the
results comparable, for FP-BP simulations are carried out with
Nit,reset=100 in addition to simulations with Nit,reset=200
similar to the work in [10]. For PP-BP when Nit,max is
limited, Prange and Plevel have to be small to limit the size of
the subgraph permuted in each permutation. This will enable
the decoder to realize more frequent permutations. In this work
Prange and Plevel, when Nit,max = 200, are found empirically
with the aid of above heuristic.
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Figure 4: BER, FER and average latency comparison between
BP, NA-BP and PP-BP for N = 1024 polar code with
Nit,max=200 and 24-bit CRC

Figure 4 presents a performance comparison between BP,
NA-BP, and PP-BP for a polar code with N = 1024, R =
0.5/0.65, and Nit,max=200. It can be observed that NA-BP
is outperformed in terms of frame error rate (FER) by both
BP and PP-BP in low SNR regime (Eb/N0 ≤ 3dB) for both

R = 0.5 and 0.65. In low SNR regime, since the majority
of BP errors are unconverged errors, adding noise to decoder
input makes it difficult for the decoder to achieve convergence
as it makes the effective channel noisier. For R = 0.5, in
high SNR regime (Eb/N0 ≥ 4dB) both NA-BP and PP-BP
outperform the BP by about 0.3dB and 0.2dB at 10−5 in
terms of FER. Furthermore, when R=0.65, it can be observed
that the NA-BP outperforms PP-BP and BP by about 0.7dB
at 10−3 in terms of FER. This significant performance gain
compared to R=0.5 case is a result of the difference in error
distribution in high SNR regime when R ≤ 0.5 and R > 0.5.
When R ≤ 0.5, in high SNR regime, a majority of the errors
occurred are oscillation errors, while when R > 0.5, the error
distribution is dominated by converged errors [7]. Hence, it
can be concluded that for converged errors noise injection
is more effective than partial permutations. Comparing the
latency in terms of average number of iterations, it can be
observed that NA-BP is outperformed by both BP and PP-BP
in low SNR regime. Since the injection of noise makes the
convergence difficult for the decoder, it causes the decoder
to spend more iterations increasing the latency. Furthermore,
as the performance of BP and PP-BP is similar in terms of
latency, it can be concluded that the partial permutations do
not hinder the ability of the decoder to converge to a codeword,
when Nit,max is limited.

Figure 5 compares the performance of proposed PP-BP
with BP, FP-BP, and NA-BP for a polar code with N =
512 and 1024, R = 0.5 and 0.65, and Nit,max = 2× 104.
Further, the results are compared against CA-SCL decoder
with list size (L) 16. The saturating behavior in BP decoding
when Nit,max is increased can be observed, since the gain is
insignificant when Nit,max is increased from 200 to 2× 104.
On the contrary, for R = 0.5 and R = 0.65 PP-BP shows
significant improvements up to 1dB at 10−6 when Nit,max
is increased. Furthermore, when R=0.5 PP-BP outperforms
FP-BP [Nit,reset = 200] [10] and FP-BP [Nit,reset = 100]
decoders by 0.25dB and 0.18dB respectively at 10−6. Thus,
it can be concluded that partial permutations are more effective
than full permutations, particularly when oscillation errors
dominate the error distribution. In FP-BP, even though some
performance improvements can be obtained in high SNR
regime by decreasing Nit,reset, a performance degradation
at low SNR regime can be observed. While more frequent
permutations are effective in high SNR regime where effects
of cycles and stopping sets are prominent, in low SNR regime,
the number of iteration in a single permutation has to be
sufficiently large to achieve a convergence from noisy data.
Although NA-BP shows significant improvements for both
R=0.5 and R = 0.65 when Nit,max is increased, severe error
floor can be observed around 3.5dB in the case of R = 0.5
emphasizing the ineffectiveness of single trellis based decoders
against oscillation errors. Nonetheless, for R= 0.65, NA-BP
outperforms both PP-BP and FP-BP by about 0.6dB at 10−5

in high SNR regime proving the limited effectiveness of multi-
trellis decoders against false convergences.

From the results in Figure 5, it can be observed that the
adverse effect on the latency in low SNR regime is less in
the PP-BP compared to NA-BP and FP-BP. However, for
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Figure 5: BER, FER and average latency comparison between
BP, NA-BP, PP-BP, FP-BP and CRC-SCL for N =512/1024
and R=0.5/0.65 polar code with 24-bit CRC and Nit,max=
2×104

the case of R = 0.65, NA-BP outperforms the PP-BP in
terms of latency as the effectiveness of partial permutations
is limited against false convergences. In terms of hardware
complexity, the proposed PP-BP is comparable with that of
FP-BP since the same hardware implemented for permuting
the factor graph in FP-BP can be utilized. The only calculation

carried out in addition to FP-BP is the Nit,reset calculation
at every permutation which is fixed in the FP-BP. However,
determining the decoder specific parameters in design phase
is a challenging task since it was observed that the effect of
improper parameter values is only visible at high SNR regime
resulting in an error floor.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a new variant of the multi-trellis
BP decoder based on permutation of random subgraphs of
the factor graph, enabling the decoder to retain information
of all the variable nodes except for the ones inside the
permuted subgraph. This results in more permutations within
fixed number of iterations compared to multi-trellis decoders
based on full permutations. Experimental results show that the
proposed decoder is more effective against oscillation errors
compared to converged errors. For a polar code with N=1024
and R = 0.5, 0.25dB gain at 10−6 compared to multi-
trellis decoder with full permutations proposed in [10] can
be observed along with a significant improvement to latency
in low SNR regime. In a future step, the use of noise injection
along with partial permutations to improve the effectiveness
against converged errors needs to be investigated.
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